
The Artemis Program: 
Returning Humans to 
the Moon
The Artemis program is NASA's initiative to return humans to the Moon by 

2024 and establish a presence for sustainable lunar exploration. This is a 

historic moment that will pave the way for the next giant leap, sending humans 

to Mars and beyond.



History of Moon Landings and Why 
We Are Returning

Apollo 11

In 1969, Neil Armstrong and 

Buzz Aldrin became the first 

humans to set foot on the 

Moon, a historic achievement 

that inspired generations.

Space Shuttle

From 1981 to 2011, NASA's 

Space Shuttle program led to 

numerous missions that 

studied the Moon and its 

resources while advancing the 

technologies that enabled 

future exploration.

Lunar 
Reconnaissance 

Orbiter

This spacecraft, launched in 

2009, helps us better 

understand the Moon's 

environment and resources by 

mapping its surface, finding 

water, and scouting landing 

sites.

Returning to the Moon will help us better understand our planet and our place in the universe. The Moon is 

rich with scientific discoveries waiting to be made, and we need to explore it for the sake of advancing human 

knowledge and technology.



The Mission and Logistics of Landing 
on the Moon

1

Launch

The mission begins 

with a launch from 

Earth, taking about 3 

days to reach the 

Moon.

2

Orbit Insertion

Once at the Moon, 

the spacecraft will 

enter orbit around it, 

surveying for the 

best landing sites.

3

Lunar 
Descent and 

Landing

A lander carrying an 

astronaut and 

supplies will 

separate from the 

orbiting spacecraft 

and make a descent 

to the surface, using 

retro-rockets to slow 

down for a soft 

landing.

4

Lunar Ascent 
and Return

The lander will 

launch back into 

lunar orbit to dock 

with the orbiting 

spacecraft, then 

begin the return 

journey to Earth.

Returning to the Moon requires precise planning and coordination. NASA and its international partners are 

developing new technologies and strategies that will enable a successful landing and provide a foundation for 

future missions.



How This Mission Will Pave the Way 
for Future Space Exploration

New Technologies

The Artemis program is 

pushing the boundaries of 

technology, including 

developing new spacesuits, 

autonomous systems, and 

innovative ways of living and 

working on the Moon.

International 
Collaboration

NASA is working with 

international partners such as 

Japan and Canada to 

establish a sustainable lunar 

presence, enabling shared 

resources and reducing the 

cost and risk of space 

exploration.

Advancing Human 
Knowledge

Exploration of the Moon will 

enable us to better 

understand our place in the 

cosmos, uncover new 

scientific discoveries, and 

inspire the next generation of 

explorers and innovators.



The Significance of Having a Woman 
and African American on the Moon

Representation 
Matters

Having a diverse crew, 

including the first woman and 

African American on the Moon, 

is an important step in 

promoting inclusivity and 

equality in space exploration, 

inspiring younger generations 

to reach for the stars.

Advancing Humanity 
Together

Sending a diverse crew to the 

Moon shows that we are willing 

to overcome obstacles and 

work together to achieve great 

things, advancing humanity 

and technologies for everyone.

The Next Generation

The success of this mission will 

inspire today's youth, especially 

young women and people of 

color, to pursue careers in 

science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics, 

paving the way for even more 

innovative discoveries and 

space exploration missions in 

the future.



Challenges and Risks of 
Returning to the Moon

1 Cost

Returning to the Moon is 

expensive and requires long-

term funding and support 

from governments and the 

private sector.

2 Technical Challenges

The development of new 

technologies and systems 

needed for lunar exploration 

presents complex and difficult 

engineering challenges that 

need to be addressed.

3 Risks and Hazards

Exploring space is inherently risky, with hazards such as radiation 

exposure, equipment failures, and changing environmental conditions.



Conclusion and Future Aspirations for 
Space Exploration

Conclusion

The Artemis program is an exciting and 

transformative initiative that promises to bring us 

to new heights of discovery and innovation. With 

the right support, we can continue pushing the 

boundaries of exploration and discovery for 

generations to come.

Future Aspirations

Establishing a lunar gateway to enable 
sustainable lunar exploration and allow deeper 
space missions

Sending humans to Mars and beyond to further 
expand our knowledge of the universe

Investing in new technologies that enable 
sustainable living and space exploration, such 
as in-situ resource utilization and recycling


